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Welcome to the Global Watch Weekly Report
News Corp. founder Rupert Murdoch built a media empire on a “cannibalistic feral version of tabloid
journalism” that eventually ended up bringing him down, says the author of a new book about him.

In the publication. Murdoch’s World, journalist David Folkenflik shows how Murdoch built News
Corp. into a media empire spanning 50 countries, starting with a small newspaper in Adelaide,
Australia. Then how, over the course of two years, a series of phone hacking scandals threatened
to break up the global conglomerate.
Folkenflik, said the 2011 inquiry, in which Fleet Street journalists were shown to have broken into
celebrity cellphones and even the phone of a murder victim, seem to have been a British
phenomenon. In an interview with CBC’s Lang & O’Leary Exchange he states,
“There was double standard. The widespread hacking of messages on mobile phones turned out to involve thousands
of people, but there was also widespread bribery – by now certainly acknowledged and in some cases confessed to –
to get knowledge and information from law enforcement officials that they couldn’t under the law,”

Many people may have thought Rupert Murdoch was the one who sat at the top of he Illuminati
media chain but his fall from grace is a sign that he is just another one of the expendable front men
who are used and tossed aside when their role has accomplished all that is required. The fact that
he would also go out on an attack against Google shows what happens when puppet masters start
to exert their considerable influence and power to attack elements of the very system that they are
part of.
This edition of the Global Watch Weekly takes a look at the mass media empire and how it is
controlled.
Enjoy.
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Henry Luce (Time Magazine and Life Magazine),
Arthur Hays Sulzberger (New York Times), Alfred
As a way of understanding the possible Friendly (managing editor of the Washington
importance of the Murdoch investigation, let’s Post), Jerry O’Leary (Washington Star), Hal
look at the way the world’s media have operated Hendrix (Miami News), Barry Bingham Sr.,
in previous years.
(Louisville Courier-Journal), James Copley
(Copley News Services) and Joseph Harrison
(Christian Science Monitor).
OPERATION MOCKINGBIRD

By 1976, a Congressional report on Operation
Mockingbird concluded that:
“The CIA currently maintains a network of several hundred
foreign individuals around the world who provide
intelligence for the CIA and at times attempt to influence
opinion through the use of covert propaganda. These
individuals provide the CIA with direct access to a large
number of newspapers and periodicals, scores of press
services and news agencies, radio and television stations,
commercial book publishers, and other foreign media
outlets.”

In 1948, when the United States left the war as
arguably the world’s strongest superpower, it
inaugurated the Office of Special Projects. That
organization later became the espionage and The report’s author estimated that the cost of
counter-intelligence branch of the Central misinforming the world cost American taxpayers
Intelligence Agency. Its mission was to nearly $265 million a year.
concentrate on:
Later, Carl Bernstein, who worked with Bob
“< propaganda, economic warfare; preventive direct
Woodward in the investigation of Watergate,
action, including sabotage, anti-sabotage, demolition and
evacuation measures; subversion against hostile states, provided further information about Operation
including assistance to underground resistance groups, Mockingbird in an article in The Rolling Stone in
and support of indigenous anti-Communist elements in October, 1977. Bernstein claimed that over a 25threatened countries of the free world.”
year period more than 400 American journalists
The CIA’s Operation Mockingbird,” The 2012 Scenario, secretly carried out assignments for the CIA:
March 28, 2010

That year saw it initiate Operation Mockingbird,
whose purpose was to influence the domestic
American media. By the early 1950s, it “owned”
respected members of the New York Times,
Newsweek, CBS and other communications
vehicles.” It not only tried to sway American
media but planted advantageous stories in
foreign publications as well.

“Some of the journalists were Pulitzer Prize winners,
distinguished reporters who considered themselves
ambassadors-without-portfolio for their country. Most were
less exalted: foreign correspondents who found that their
association with the Agency helped their work; stringers
and freelancers who were as interested in the daring-do of
the spy business as in filing articles, and, the smallest
category, full-time CIA employees masquerading as
journalists abroad.”

Within five years, this network of media agents
and operatives was overseen by Allen W. Dulles,
director of the Central Intelligence Agency. By
this time Operation Mockingbird had influence
over 25 newspapers and wire agencies.
These organizations were run by people with well
-known right-wing views such as William Paley
(CBS),
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THE MAINSTREAM MEDIA (MSM)
Perhaps the greatest unknown fact about life on
Planet Earth concerns the media and in
particular, the Mainstream Media (MSM). This
original World Wide Web of illusion-producing
media corporations was put into place at a time
when very few understood the influence it would
exert over every square inch of the planet. Truly,
one of the most powerful forces in the realm of
men is the force of language. Being cognizant of
this, the true owners of the MSM have completely
co-opted and compromised this force because
they know that “whoever controls the media
controls the world”.

and bondholder positions, holding companies
and
offshore
subsidiaries,
interlocking
directorships and corporate law firms, etc. to a
layer of genuine control requires an extraordinary
exercise in investigative research. Even the
countless and purposeful paper trails and audit
trails will lead to a perceived ownership which is
in name only. The illuminati go to great lengths to
ensure the individual overlords are invisible to the
public domain of scrutiny.
Simply put, knowledge of the actual ‘owners’ has
been made impossible to ascertain in this
particular age < for very good reason. Why?

This is an extremely important question because
whoever does control the Mainstream Media Because “Whoever Controls The Media Controls
The World”. The corporate entities in the image
(MSM) does control the world.
above are invariably paraded across the mind’s
However, the stark reality is that it is impossible eye by those who would have us believe in the
to know just who the individuals are that controls Mainstream Media illusion – as the first attempt
the MSM. Why? It has become obvious that the to understand how the MSM is ‘structured’, or
usual suspects which are trotted out on the stage rather constructed for public consumption.
of alternative journalism are far from the actual
locus of power and control, and that those What is quite interesting about this corporate
corporate media behemoths are but flimsy fronts media breakdown, is that it omits any mention of
and superficial shell games. Working back NBC, MSNBC or NBC Universal, which is
currently a joint Comcast & General Electric
through the numerous levels of stock ownership
www.globalreport2010.com
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partnership.

American Corpocracy.

The ownership chart on the previous page is
posted only with the intention of demonstrating
the ruse of ownership that virtually everyone falls
for, except those very few behind the scenes who
are actually pulling the levers of power and
pushing the buttons of control. After all, the
business entity known as the corporation was
created as a means to essentially hide, and
obfuscate and dissemble. If ever the devil were to
enter into an institution in which he could conduct
his devilry with efficiency, speed and success,
INC would be it.

Let’s deconstruct them in order
appearance on the world scene.

of

their

Bill Gate’s mother was prominently positioned on
the board of directors of IBM – another CIAcontrolled corporate operation – and then he is
mysteriously chosen (very long story beyond the
scope of this piece) to lead the new Microsoft
Corporation in 1975. In light of all the corporate
shenanigans displayed by Microsoft around the
world since ’75, does anyone believe that Bill
Gates ever really ran the show? An individual
who is now pitching and peddling dangerous
In light of this mundane reality, it’s probably a pharmaceutical vaccinations, inoculations and
good idea to re-visit our first two “laws of the immunization shots throughout the entire global
land” where it concerns authentic world rulership. ‘laboratory’ and ‘marketplace’.
As follows:
Law #1:
True worldly power never, ever reveals itself. It always
stays hidden from view. If you think you see it, hear it, feel
it, then it is not real power. This abiding modus operandi is
what allows true worldly power to stay in the ascendant
position, as well as to continue to accrue even more power
unto itself.

This is the same Microsoft whose operating
system, software and miscellaneous applications
are so full of holes that every user requires
special anti-virus protection provided by another
CIA front company. What a scheme?! How
Law #2:
deeply do we have to penetrate this operation
Secrecy is the very essence of its grip on mundane power; before you understand that DARPA (Defense
therefore, it will always act with the utmost secrecy. With Advanced Research Projects Agency) simply
exposure comes vulnerability, and true worldly power will gave the original computing technology to their
never risk such potential disclosure. Its superior position is
chosen golden boys on the West Coast who
forever maintained and solidified because it is a secret that
could be trusted to develop the industry in just
none knows except the power itself. Even those who reside
close to the peak of world power never know from whom the ‘right’ way.
the orders and dictates originate.

INTERNET-BASED MEDIA PROVIDES
GLIMPSE INTO THE REAL MSM STORY

A

There are three companies and three individuals
who exemplify how the alphabet soup
government agencies totally control the
Mainstream Media. Surely you have heard of
Microsoft, Google and Facebook. Is there any
question that all three of these Media
corporations are CIA-created, coordinated and
controlled from the top down and bottom up? We
are talking about as sophisticated an operation
as you might find anywhere within the Anglo

Google is up next and, of course, quite
vulnerable with their own version of “government
mail” known as gmail. No one has ever seen
anything like this massive worldwide data-mining
operation. Whatever you send by way of gmail
can end up just about anywhere on or off the
internet. Their ‘free’ long distance telephone
service also gives the FBI, NSA and CIA a
window into every free conversation you indulge
in. Many of us now wonder if Google, Inc. has
been chosen to take all of cyberspace with not
just Google Mail but also Google Earth, Google
Chrome, Google Maps, Google Android, Google
Adwords and so on.
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Google co-founders, Larry Page and Sergey Brin,
fit the CIA corporate profile. Always identified in
college when they are young, impressionable and
ambitious, the media entrepreneurs of the past,
present, and future are always unaware of the
extent to which they have been specifically Do you still remember the IPO of 2012 that keeps
chosen to run the biggest psyops on the planet.
on crashing and burning?
The one that has generated more lawsuits
against Facebook, as well as Zuckerberg et al.,
than any other in US history. This legal snake pit
is very similar to the one that Bill Gates found
himself in for years as he and Microsoft battled
the US Government, the European Union and
just about every corporate competitor who they
had truly offended over the course of its
corporate lifetime. Google is likewise facing its
own barrage of legal battles around the world.
“BY THEIR ACTS YE SHALL KNOW THEM”

These two are the quintessential example of CIAappointed corporate executives who run a top
down power structure where perceived absolute
authority always reigns supreme at the peak of
the pyramid. Ditto that for Microsoft and
Facebook.
Lastly, we come to Mark Zuckerberg’s Facebook.
Do you ever wonder why all these CIA operations
start out with a large group of inventors,
entrepreneurs and pioneers and always
mysteriously end up with only one (or two) of
them very firmly positioned at the very top?

Therefore, there is really only one way to back
into the answer to the question in the headline.
By way of massive amounts of circumstantial
evidence strewn all over the planet, and
especially the internet and even the MSM, one
can begin to learn how to play this game of
GOTCHA! All you have to learn to do is two
things (i) throw the right dots up on the radar
screen and (ii) learn how to properly connect
those dots. With some deductive reasoning and
refined intuition, a mosaic will begin to take
shape which will clearly show the intentions of
those who truly control. By way of cause and
effect, truth will always reveal itself. How can it
not?

Zuckerberg’s career with Facebook is the perfect
illustration of how a CIA cutout is carefully and
painstakingly placed at the pinnacle of the
corporate hierarchy. These selected leaders are
then paid very handsomely in the form of so
many stock options, bonuses and obscene
annual salaries that they will gladly follow every
order they are given by their overloads.

There are two very important pieces to this
puzzle called the Mainstream Media and its true
controllers. Particularly in regard to why it is so
difficult to penetrate the sanctum sanctorum, it is
widely recognized by those who have studied the
Global Control Matrix that anyone who ever
leaves the pinnacle of worldly power never gets
back on the reservation. And, once they have left
Just to keep them in line, Facebook’s IPO (Initial that particular reservation <.
public offering) is a perfect study in how
Zuckerberg will be kept on a very tight leash for Secondly, because there are so many layers of
deception, and levels of operation, and buffering
the rest of his life.
realities, an outsider would have to be Merlin
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to make it through in one piece. And then, be
sober and sane enough to arrive at the right
conclusions. Not even the rich and powerful who
exert significant global influence really controls
the Mainstream Media. Particularly these titans of
industry and commerce are kept in the dark <
and for very good reason. Just look at how many
fall every day – some very far and very hard – no
matter what their station in life, or amount of
wealth, or political influence, or position of power.

When it comes to a reckoning, as a result of
ones’s inescapable destiny, all things powerful
and weak will conspire to ensure that the
reckoning takes place. We have to look no further
than the fall of the media maven known as
Rupert Murdoch of the once invincible Murdoch
Media Empire. This global media drama has yet
to run its course, and bodies are still falling all
over this staged battlefield. That a once allpowerful media emperor now has no clothes has
become quite the spectacle. Therefore, just how
much real control can one exert – even while
occupying such an exalted position – when such
a perceived controller is taken down in a day and
night.

the effects of myriad and diverse outcomes are
the very same. The world of media has
profoundly and fundamentally changed forever. A
grave message* has been sent to all those who
play the charade known as Mainstream Media.

Glenn Beck did a number of shows in which
numerous revelations were made about a certain
family that goes by the name of Rothschild just
prior to the closure of the News of the World
publication. Not only was he expeditiously
removed from his wildly popular platform at Fox
News, which is wholly owned by News
Corporation, the News of the World scandal
surfaced from the deep as if from nowhere. A
loud and unmistakable message was sent across
the entire spectrum of Mainstream Media. And
we all remember what happened with Lou Dobbs
also expelled from Fox Network.
CONCLUSION

The upshot of this analysis is that it doesn’t really
matter who controls the MSM. On the other hand,
knowing how to properly interpret MSM code and
understanding the events that the MSM
misleadingly portrays to the world can be quite
helpful. The better we understand the world
around us, the fewer unknowns, the less fear and
The overnight collapse of Rupert Murdoch’s anxiety.
News of the World may be a perfectly That it really makes no difference who is calling
orchestrated Skakespearean tragedy staged for the shots at the top of the MSM pyramid because
public consumption wherein all the key players they all report to the same Highest Power, the
are fully aware of their roles. On the other hand, it masonic system that governs world affairs. There
may not. And Murdoch et al. may be is no question that the CIA, NSA, and DIA
experiencing this public flogging exactly as it is completely own, coordinate and operate all
playing out – in the press – just as we are mainstream media corporations in the western
experiencing it. Regardless of how much practice world as they are the instruments by which the
this particular media circus has had in advance,
masonic overlords seek to carry out their will.
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